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Key Points:10

• We improve a long-standing stratocumulus (Sc) dim bias in a high-resolution Mul-11

tiscale Modeling Framework.12

• Incorporating intra-CRM hypervisocity hedges against the numerics of its momen-13

tum solver, reducing entrainment vicinity.14

• Further adding sedimentation boosts Sc brightness close to observed, opening path15

to more faithful low cloud feedback analysis.16
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Abstract17

High-Resolution Multi-scale Modeling Frameworks (HR) – global climate models that18

embed separate, convection-resolving models with high enough resolution to resolve bound-19

ary layer eddies – have exciting potential for investigating low cloud feedback dynam-20

ics due to reduced parameterization and ability for multidecadal throughput on mod-21

ern computing hardware. However low clouds in past HR have suffered a stubborn prob-22

lem of over-entrainment due to an uncontrolled source of mixing across the marine sub-23

tropical inversion manifesting as stratocumulus dim biases in present-day climate, lim-24

iting their scientific utility. We report new results showing that this over-entrainment25

can be partly offset by using hyperviscosity and cloud droplet sedimentation. Hypervis-26

cosity damps small-scale momentum fluctuations associated with the formulation of the27

momentum solver of the embedded LES. By considering the sedimentation process ad-28

jacent to default one-moment microphysics in HR, condensed phase particles can be re-29

moved from the entrainment zone, which further reduces entrainment efficiency. The re-30

sult is an HR that is able to produce more low clouds with a higher liquid water path31

and a reduced stratocumulus dim bias. Associated improvements in the explicitly sim-32

ulated sub-cloud eddy spectrum are observed. We report these sensitivities in multi-week33

tests and then explore their operational potential alongside microphysical retuning in34

decadal simulations at operational 1.5 degree exterior resolution. The result is a new HR35

having desired improvements in the baseline present-day low cloud climatology, and a36

reduced global mean bias and root mean squared error of absorbed shortwave radiation.37

We suggest it should be promising for examining low cloud feedbacks with minimal ap-38

proximation.39

Plain Language Summary40

Stratocumulus clouds cover a large fraction of the globe but are very challenging41

to reproduce in computer simulations of Earth’s atmosphere because of their unique com-42

plexity. Previous studies find the model produces too few Stratocumulus clouds as we43

increase the model resolution, which, in theory, should improve the simulation of impor-44

tant motions for the clouds. This is because the clouds are exposed to more conditions45

that make them evaporate away. On Earth, stratocumulus clouds reflect a lot of sun-46

light. In the computer model of Earth, too much sunlight reaches the surface because47

of too few stratocumulus clouds, which makes it warmer. This study tests two methods48

to thicken Stratocumulus clouds in the computer model Earth. The first method smooths49

out some winds, which helps reduce the exposure of clouds to the conditions that make50

them evaporate. The second method moves water droplets in the cloud away from the51

conditions that would otherwise make them evaporate. In long simulations, combining52

these methods helps the model produce thicker stratocumulus clouds with more water.53

1 Introduction54

Stratocumulus (Sc) clouds play an important role in the Earth’s radiation budget.55

They are extensive, long-lived, and cool the Earth by reflecting downwelling solar radi-56

ation back to space while having little impact on the outgoing longwave radiation. Pri-57

marily formed in the presence of large-scale subsidence over cold oceans, the annual mean58

Sc coverage over the ocean and land is 23% and 12%, respectively (Wood, 2012). Sc also59

has a strong influence on the heat and moisture exchange between the troposphere and60

boundary layer (Randall et al., 1984). Despite the climatic significance of Sc, climate mod-61

els do not agree on their seasonal cycle, spatial extent, radiative properties, and cloud62

feedbacks (Bony et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2014; Gettelman & Sherwood, 2016; Brunke et63

al., 2019; Vignesh et al., 2020; Tselioudis et al., 2021; Konsta et al., 2022; Zelinka et al.,64

2022), and even high resolution models simulate widely varying cloud properties in ide-65

alized case studies (Ackerman et al., 2009; Stevens et al., 2005; Bretherton et al., 1999).66
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More realistic simulated Sc is necessary to improve our understanding of Sc physics and67

confidence in projections of the future global-mean temperature (Bony & Dufresne, 2005;68

Webb et al., 2013; Dal Gesso et al., 2015; Tsushima et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2017;69

Zelinka et al., 2020).70

Simulating Sc remains a particular challenge because Sc processes involve a wide71

range of spatial scales and key physical processes that are poorly represented in the subgrid-72

scale parameterization of global models. Although an Sc cloud deck might cover tens to73

thousands of kilometers, its thickness is typically only a few hundred meters (Wood, 2012).74

Cloud-aerosol interactions are modulated through changes in cloud droplet number, which75

itself depends on the strength of updrafts whose scale is on the order of 10s or 100s of76

meters. At the top of subtropical stratocumulus clouds, intense mixing between warm,77

dry free-tropospheric air and the underlying wet cloud layer occurs within a thin layer78

typically less than 20 m in vertical extent (Caughey et al., 1982; Haman et al., 2007; Mel-79

lado, 2017). Bretherton (2015) suggests that such cloud-top entrainment plays a lead-80

ing role in multiple cloud feedback mechanisms in stratocumulus. Because low cloud feed-81

backs and cloud-aerosol interactions in stratocumulus clouds are thought to be controlled82

in part by fine-scale processes that are not represented explicitly in storm-resolving mod-83

els (∼ 1km), motivating simulations with sub-kilometer grid spacing (e.g., Stevens et84

al., 2020).85

Several interesting strategies have emerged in recent years to capture more explicit86

and plausible stratocumulus dynamics in next generation global climate models. First,87

Lee et al. (2022) demonstrate some potential from adaptively refining vertical grid struc-88

ture solely within a strategic subset of the physical parameterization suite, with higher89

order closure scheme used in Cloud Layers Unified By-Binormals (CLUBB, Golaz et al.90

(2002a, 2002b); Larson and Golaz (2005); Larson et al. (2012)) and vertical transport91

(e.g. subsidence and sedimentation/precipitation). This has advantages of producing some92

better baseline Sc (Bogenschutz et al., 2013; Lee et al., 2022), but disadvantages of ac-93

cepting all the limitations of operational subgridscale turbulence schemes. Second, (Lopez-94

Gomez et al., 2020) sidesteps the turbulence parameterization problem by using very highly95

resolved (Δx = Δy = 35 m and Δz = 5 m) three dimensional LES, managing compu-96

tational expense by using a sparse ensemble as a library from which to train eddy dif-97

fusivity / mass flux based parameterization schemes (Cohen et al., 2020). Advantages98

of the highly resolved LES choice include a luxuriously converged limit that sidesteps99

most need to parameterize beyond microphysics; disadvantages include imposing ideal-100

izations of lateral periodicity and a scale separation in their harness to a global host, as101

well as limited geographic sampling due to the expense of such LES; however, the lat-102

ter is positioned to be managed with calibration schemes that may inform where such103

calculations can be strategically deployed to maximum global benefit (Dunbar et al., 2022).104

Advantages of the Eddy-Diffusivity Mass-Flux (EDMF) framework include its interpretabil-105

ity and generalizability; disadvantages include its potential inability to subsume some106

complicated organization feedbacks. Finally, Miyamoto et al. (2013) avoids scale sepa-107

rations entirely by directly resolving fully global uniform 870-m horizontal resolution.108

Similar work currently planned to attain 200-m global horizontal resolution has advan-109

tages of resolving the outer scale of boundary layer eddies without drawing scale sep-110

arations, but the disadvantage of the inordinate computational expense and inability to111

conduct multidecadal cloud feedback experiments, as well as a limited ability to refine112

vertical grids near the inversion. All of the above approaches must cope with the ongo-113

ing difficulties and uncertainty of how to parameterize microphysics.114

We will focus on a strategy that is complementary to all the above approaches for115

dealing with the computational challenge of low clouds for climate simulation, by using116

the multiscale modeling framework (MMF, also referred to as “superparameterization”;117

Grabowski (2004); M. F. Khairoutdinov and Randall (2001); W. M. Hannah et al. (2020)),118

in which a coarse resolution (∼100 km) global climate model (GCM) is coupled to an119
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embedded convection-resolving models (CRMs) at each global grid location. Many pre-120

vious studies (Kooperman et al., 2016a, 2016b) have shown low-resolution MMF (LR)121

tests with a traditional MMF, i.e. using coarse 4-km horizontal resolution and greater122

than 100-m vertical spacing, can improve the simulated rainfall distribution and wave123

spectrum near the equator and over summer continents. However low-cloud-forming ed-124

dies are not directly resolved in this approach, requiring subgrid scale parameterizations125

to cope with (Wang et al., 2015; Cheng & Xu, 2015).126

The MMF coupling paradigm does not put constraints on the CRM domain size127

or grid spacing, so large eddy permitting resolution can be used to sidestep most of the128

parameterization problem regarding cloud-forming eddies. The MMF approach makes129

the physical idealizations of imposing lateral periodicity in the CRM and a scale sepa-130

ration between the GCM and CRM, and historically has limited the CRM to just two131

dimensions for computational efficiency. Despite these concessions the MMF has a unique132

computational advantage that enables full geographic sampling and relatively fast through-133

put, with options to accelerate the CRM algorithmically (Jones et al., 2015) or via GPU134

hardware (W. M. Hannah et al., 2020), and regionalized load balancing (Peng et al., 2022)135

that makes the MMF approach increasingly attractive for climate dynamics and low cloud136

feedback applications.137

A high-resolution MMF (HR) with a grid designed for low cloud simulations was138

first explored by Parishani et al. (2017) with hopes of more directly simulating shallow139

convection over Sc-covered regions. Encouraging initial improvements in low cloud ver-140

tical structure, diurnal sensitivity, and the vertical structure of sub-cloud turbulent ki-141

netic energy were reported in a model configuration using simplified bulk, one-moment142

cloud microphysics.143

However, such HR experiments have to date been unable to sustain sufficient liq-144

uid water in stratocumulus regions, where simulations suffer from an undesired regional145

dim bias that has been difficult to overcome (Parishani et al., 2017). Associated symp-146

toms have implicated an unknown source of vertical mixing that disrupts the balance147

required to sustain morning Sc by mixing too much free tropospheric air into the bound-148

ary layer. The overall impact is to under-predict daytime cloud liquid water resulting149

in too little time mean shortwave reflectivity. Meanwhile, the assumptions inherent in150

an MMF that can limit its ability to laterally advect condensed water between adjacent151

CRMs have caused some to question its capacity to maintain low clouds (Jansson et al.,152

2022). While the scale separation inherent in the MMF also introduces distortions (such153

as the neglect of the mesoscale), it does allow a global model to simulate these fine scales,154

making it possible to represent physical processes (e.g., cloud top entrainment, aerosol155

activation in updrafts) that drive critical sensitivities of low clouds to anthropogenic in-156

fluence.157

In short, the question is open as to whether the HR approach should ever be ex-158

pected to maintain realistic amounts of liquid in marine Sc regions, to the extent that159

it must rely primarily on local cloud generation to succeed, and given that over-entrainment160

has proved a stubborn problem to overcome. Motivated by the Transpose-Atmospheric161

Model Intercomparison Project (Transpose-AMIP, Williams et al., 2013), we use the hind-162

cast approach to test different model configurations. In this context, the purpose of this163

paper is to explore two mechanisms to control entrainment efficiency in a HR and ex-164

amine the extent to which they can alleviate the Sc dim bias issue. The first is to nu-165

merically damp unphysical noise at the grid scale caused by the numerics by applying166

a hyperdiffusive term (which we will refer to as “hyperviscosity”) to the momentum equa-167

tion that can reduce entrainment and entrainment efficiency (Wyant et al., 2018). Sec-168

ond, enhancing cloud droplet sedimentation (henceforth, “sedimentation”), which can169

also reduce the entrainment efficiency and preserve cloud liquid by depleting the liquid170

water in the cloud-top entrainment zone (Bretherton et al., 2007).171
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The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains a rationale and description172

of how we implement both hyperviscosity and sedimentation processes. In Section 3, we173

first analyze the results of six, short-duration sensitivity simulations in a testbed HR con-174

figuration to understand the impact of varying degrees of CRM-scale hyperviscosity and175

sedimentation on low cloud characteristics and the spectrum of turbulent eddies in the176

marine boundary layer. These results point to temporal nonlinearities and a promising177

configuration for longer-duration simulations in an operational configuration, for which178

we show results from a subsequent round of microphysical tunings. This allows an up-179

dated view of HR top of atmosphere radiative biases after controlling for over-entrainment.180

A summary of the results and a discussion are included in section 4.181

2 Methods182

2.1 Model Description183

In this study, we use the Multi-scale Modeling Framework configuration of the En-184

ergy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM-MMF; W. M. Hannah et al. (2020)) as a testbed185

to examine the impact of hyperviscosity and sedimentation on low clouds simulated by186

high resolution embedded convection arrays. E3SM was forked from the NCAR CESM187

(Hurrell et al., 2013) but has undergone continued development and enhancement since188

then (Golaz et al., 2019; Xie et al., 2018). The dynamical core uses a spectral element189

method on a cubed-sphere geometry (Ronchi et al., 1996; Taylor et al., 2007). Physics190

calculations are done on a finite volume grid that is slightly coarser than the spectral el-191

ement grid used for dynamics, but the physics grid is comparable to the effective reso-192

lution of the dynamics grid and does not alter the qualitative behavior of the model (W. M. Han-193

nah et al., 2021).194

Each simulation follows the approach of (M. Khairoutdinov et al., 2005) with a two-195

dimensional CRM based on the System for Atmospheric Modeling (SAM, M. Khairout-196

dinov et al., 2005) embedded within each GCM physics column. These embedded CRMs197

are oriented meridionally within the host GCM grid cell and have periodic lateral bound-198

ary conditions. The vertical grid and background anelastic state are updated to match199

the parent GCM column for each CRM integration (typically once per GCM time step).200

The CRM uses a one-moment microphysics scheme with a temperature-dependent par-201

titioning of the cloud condensate (cloud water and ice) and a subgrid-scale (SGS) tur-202

bulent transport scheme with a diagnostic Smagorinsky closure. The rapid radiative trans-203

fer model for General model application (RRTMGP) (Pincus et al., 2019) is used for ra-204

diation, which has been rewritten in C++ to run efficiently on GPUs. CRM columns are205

combined for radiative calculations to reduce the computational burden of radiation in-206

stead of considering each CRM column separately, which does not qualitatively affect207

the model solution for typical configurations with 4 or more radiative columns. Radia-208

tive tendencies are calculated once each GCM time step and are applied back to the cor-209

responding group of CRM columns on the following time step. The domain average CRM210

variables for temperature and water species are used to calculate forcing and feeedback211

tendencies in order to couple the CRM and GCM, following the conventional MMF cou-212

pling scheme described by Grabowski (2004).213

2.2 Hyperviscosity214

We now proceed to outline the first method envisioned to control MMF stratocu-215

mulus entrainment in HR configurations. Models like SAM use oscillatory centered dif-216

ference numerical schemes (Wicker & Skamarock, 2002) for momentum advection and217

upstream biased discretizations of scalars with SGS closures have relatively weaker per-218

formance than other numerical formulations in an LES case study based on the first re-219

search flight (RF01) of the second Dynamics and Chemistry of Marine Stratocumulus220

(DYCOMS-II) field campaign (Pressel et al., 2017). Wyant et al. (2018) find that in 3D221
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LES simulations with a horizontal resolution of 35 m and vertical grid spacing as fine222

as 5 m, a hyperdiffusion term helps to increase LWP by numerically damping small-scale223

eddies and reducing entrainment and entrainment efficiency. We test this method in HR’s224

2D CRM arrays by applying a hyperdiffusive term (Wyant et al., 2018) to the momen-225

tum equation inside the CRM.226

The fourth-order hyperdiffusivity can be written as227

∂t�u = −k∇4
h�u, (1)

where k = Δx4/(16 τ) is the effective diffusivity and ∇4
h operator applies along the hor-228

izontal (x) direction of our 2D CRM using the fourth derivative central finite difference229

with second-order accuracy. Compared to Laplacian diffusivity ∇2, hyperdiffusivity can230

more selectively damp the smallest-scale structures confined in smaller wavelength ranges,231

with little impact on larger scales (Maron et al., 2008). This value of k damps oscilla-232

tions with Nyquist wavelength on a time scale of τ , which has a default value of 30 s in233

our simulations.234

It is important to note that in LR configurations with Δx = 1200 m and a Nyquist235

wavelength of 2400 m, such hyperviscosity should be expected to be counterproductive,236

given that LR low clouds rely on under-resolved grid-scale “eddies” to deliver moisture237

from the surface; in this context, hyperviscosity should be expected to shut down low238

cloud formation unhelpfully, something we have confirmed (not shown). But in our HR239

configurations with Δx = 200 m the use of a filter like Equation 1 is better posed given240

that the cloud-forming boundary layer eddies occupy multiple horizontal grid columns.241

Put another way, only as MMFs have exited their infancy to allow sub-km horizontal242

resolution, has CRM-scale hyperviscosity become an interesting consideration.243

2.3 Sedimentation244

Our second method to control entrainment efficiency considers a slight modifica-245

tion of HR’s simple microphysics. In the one-moment microphysics scheme used in our246

simulations, condensation occurs when the water vapor amount exceeds saturation, with247

the excess above saturation converted to liquid, ice, or a mixture of the two depending248

on temperature. While precipitating liquid and ice (rain, snow, and graupel) sediment249

as described in M. F. Khairoutdinov and Randall (2003) and Heymsfield (2003), cloud250

liquid droplets did not sediment in this scheme. Such droplets do sediment in reality and251

the inclusion of sedimentation in numerical models leads to liquid water retention and252

increased in-cloud liquid water content (Bretherton et al., 2007). Here, we follow Yau253

and Rogers (1996) and define the precipitation flux of cloud liquid due to sedimentation254

as255

P = c[3/(4πρlNd)]
2/3(ρqc)

5/3exp(5ln2σg), (2)

where ρ is the air density of air, ρl the water density, Nd the cloud droplet number con-256

centration, qc the cloud liquid water mixing ratio, σg the geometric standard deviation257

of the (lognormal) cloud droplet size distribution, and c = 1.19 × 108 m−1s−1. The258

cloud droplet number concentration is prescribed as a constant 70 cm−3 over ocean and259

140 cm−3 over land. A larger value of σg corresponds to a broader size distribution and260

a faster terminal velocity for larger size droplets. Geoffroy et al. (2010) provide estimates261

of σg based on two marine field campaigns, with a central estimate of 1.34 and a param-262

eterization of sigmag with values ranging from 1.2 to 1.5 for liquid water contents rang-263

ing from 0.01 to 2 g m−3. Below, experiments with fixed values of σg = 1.2 and 1.5 are264

used to characterize the impact of sedimentation in HR MMF.265

The cloud optical depth is closely related to the cloud fraction, effective cloud droplet266

radius, and the in-cloud liquid/ice water content. Following the previous implementa-267

tion of the single-moment microphysics, fixed values of cloud effective radius for land and268
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Table 1. A summary of the simulations performed in this study

Simulation ID levels N dx (m) Extent (km) dt (s) τ (s) σg

LR 125 32 1200 38.4 5 - -
HR 125 64 200 12.8 0.5 - -
HRh 125 64 200 12.8 0.5 30 -
HRh15 125 64 200 12.8 0.5 15 -
HRs15 125 64 200 12.8 0.5 - 1.5
HRhs12 125 64 200 12.8 0.5 30 1.2
HRhs15 125 64 200 12.8 0.5 30 1.5

• Note: N=number of CRM columns; dx=CRM horizontal resolution; τ=damping time scale;

σg=the logarithmic width of the droplet size distribution, for the simulations that included

sedimentation effects.

ocean are used for all simulations. Only cloud fraction and liquid/ice water content af-269

fect cloud optical properties. As we will see, incorporating these effects of sedimentation270

will reduce entrainment efficiency by drawing liquid down from the inversion zone, es-271

pecially for larger values of σg.272

2.4 Experimental Design273

By default, E3SM-MMF uses a 60 level vertical grid (L60), which is coarser than274

the default 72 level grid (L72) used by E3SM. The L72 grid was implicated as the cause275

of intermittent numerical instability in E3SM-MMF due to very thin layers near the sur-276

face, which is often around 20 m thick in the lowest layer. Instead of addressing this by277

reducing the time step the L60 grid was designed to avoid instability with a approximate278

thickness of 100 m in the lowest level. Alternatively, the simulations presented here uti-279

lize a 125 level grid (L125) that is designed to concentrate refinement roughly between280

500 and 1800 m to improve the representation of sharp temperature inversions needed281

to represent marine stratocumlus clouds. A smaller CRM time step is used to avoid any282

numerical issues. Thus, the configuration referred to as “LR” in this study is not the clas-283

sical cloud SP that uses both coarse vertical and horizontal resolution; rather it can be284

compared to the “C32-L125-250m” MMF grid configuration of Parishani et al. (2017).285

According to (Bretherton et al., 1999), this vertical grid spacing is not sufficient to re-286

solve entrainment but reflects a pragmatic choice that is computationally affordable in287

the E3SM-MMF and is intentionally consistent with Parishani et al. (2017).288

In Sections 3.1 and 3.3, a computationally efficient configuration will be exploited289

for hindcast experiments by using a relatively coarse ne16pg2 global grid with 6,144 columns290

for physics calculations (approximately 2.8 degree grid spacing). These simulations use291

a 10 min GCM physics time step, and 16 radiative columns. Each simulation was run292

for 15 days starting from an initial condition derived from European Centre for Medium-293

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Reanalysis (ERA5) atmospheric data (Hersbach294

et al., 2020) and National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) sea sur-295

face temperature and sea ice data. All hindcast simulations are initialized from 1 Oc-296

tober 2008. In our LR hindcast configuration, the embedded CRM has 32 columns with297

a horizontal grid spacing of 1200 m (38.4 km extent) and a 5 s CRM time step (see Ta-298

ble 1). Our HR hindcast configuration we use 64 columns with a horizontal grid spac-299

ing of 200 m (12.8 km extent) and a 0.5 s CRM time step.300

The first two hindcast experiments are used to compare the LR and HR configu-301

rations (first two rows of Table 1). The rest of the hindcasts are based on the HR con-302
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figuration and perturb the magnitude of τ in Eq.1 and σg in Eq.2. In HRh, we add hy-303

perdiffusion, with τ = 30 s. In HRh15, we test the model sensitivity to the damping304

time scale with τ = 15 s. Halving τ doubles the magnitude of k in Eq.1, which inten-305

sifies the damping of small-scale turbulent eddies; this will turn out to have some encour-306

aging but insufficient improvements in low cloud amount. The HRhs12 and HRhs15 sim-307

ulations combine hyperdiffusion (with τ fixed at 30 s) with perturbed cloud drop size308

distributions using σg = 1.2 and 1.5, respectively. As we will see, it is these latter ex-309

periments that produce the most encouraging improvement in the stratocumulus dim310

biases that have hampered past incarnations of HRh.311

In section 3.4, we explore more computationally abitious simulations using a ne30pg2312

global grid with 21,600 physics columns (approximately 1.5 degree grid spacing). These313

simulations are similar to the HR configuration described above but with several notable314

differences in their configuration, specifically a 20 min GCM physics time step, a 2 s CRM315

time step, 256 CRM columns with a horizontal grid spacing of 200 m (51.2 km domain316

extent), and 4 radiative columns. Another important difference of these runs is that they317

utilize schemes for convective momentum transport (Tulich, 2015; Yang et al., 2022) and318

CRM variance transport (W. Hannah & Pressel, 2022), which have recently been shown319

to improve various aspects of E3SM-MMF. Each tuning experiment was run for six months,320

from January to June, using seasonally-varying climatological conditions based on the321

years 2005–2014. This ambitious ensemble was made possible by ongoing development322

to enhance the throughput of E3SM-MMF, which includes code refactoring to leverage323

GPU hardware acceleration on the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility (OLCF)324

Summit machine (Norman et al., 2019).325

3 Results326

3.1 General Features of the Simulation Based on Global Hindcast Re-327

sults328

Because the HR configuration has been identified as suffering from a deficit of low329

cloud in stratocumulus regions (by as much as 20% in the Sc covered ocean), we sim-330

ulate two week hindcasts from October 2008 with the model configurations in Table 1331

and seek those configurations that produce sustained more low cloud relative to HR. Fig-332

ure 1 shows the change in low cloud fraction relative to HR for each model configura-333

tion, with results from both the first day and the second week of the simulations used334

to identify the initial and longer-term responses. As in Parishani et al. (2017), the LR335

configuration produces increased cloud cover relative to HR, with widespread increases336

that are not focused in the stratocumulus regions (Figure 1a,b). The first encouraging337

result is that selectively damping small size eddies can retain more subtropical stratu-338

cumulus clouds during the first simulated day than HR (geographic patterns in Figure339

1c,e), but unfortunately that improvement is transient so that this initial effect is not340

sustained over a two-week average (Figure 1d,f). While enabling sedimentation of cloud341

droplets provides modest (∼0.1%) increases in low cloud in some stratocumulus regions342

(Figure 1k,l), combining sedimentation with hyperviscosity leads to an even stronger ini-343

tial stratocumulus cloud increase (Figure 1g,i) that is sustained on longer timescales (Fig-344

ure 1h,j), suggesting a viable path to improve HR’s climatological stratocumulus bias.345

Increasing the droplet size broadness parameter amplifies this effect (Figure 1j).346

If one estimated the low cloud change with the combined effects of hyperviscosity347

and sedimentation in HRhs15 (Figure 1j) as the sum of their individual impacts in HRh348

and HRs15 (Figure 1d,l), the estimate differs greatly from the result in HRhs15 in both349

its magnitude and in the regional distribution of cloud changes. This nonlinear response350

in HRhs15 concentrates low cloud increases in the stratocumulus regions, suggesting the351

synergistic interactions of hyperviscosity and cloud droplet sedimentation lead to more352

persistent stratocumulus clouds. We believe that these clouds are sustained by more re-353
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Figure 1. Low cloud fraction differences based on the first day average (left) and two-week

averaged (right) between (ab) LR and HR (cd) HRh and HR, (ef) HRh15 and HR, (gh) HRhs12

and HR, (ij) HRhs15 and HR, and (kl) HRs15 and HR
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Figure 2. Averaged absorbed shortwave radiation (ASR) differences between (a) LR and HR,

(b) HR and CERES, (c) HRh and HR, (d) HRh15 and HR, (e) HRhs12 and HR, and (f) HRhs15

and HR.

alistic turbulent circulations within the marine boundary layer and will explore this fur-354

ther in section 3.3.355

We next examine whether these cloud fraction increases are radiatively significant356

relative to the shortwave stratocumulus dim bias of concern. Based on the two-week av-357

erages, Figure 2b first calibrates its structure and magnitude relative to CERES data358

in our simulations: Note the collection of positive ASR anomalies over the Sc regions makes359

a large contribution to the RMSE. Unlike other regional details of the ASR biases that360

are difficult to disentangle from internal variability in a 15-day sample, the consistent361

ASR bias over both of the subregions of most subtropical Sc during October (off the west-362

ern coasts of Namibia and Peru) indicates a robust climatological signal. Despite using363

a different dynamical core and modeling framework from Parishani et al. (2017), this base-364

line ASR bias is similar to their C32-L125-250m simulation (their Figure 4b) indicating365

some stable signals across different MMF implementations.366

We now look at change in ASR from this baseline for the simulations with hyper-367

viscosity and sedimentation (Figure 2c-f). Consistent with its effects on cloud fraction,368

when hyperviscosity is used in isolation (both HRh and HRh15; Figure 2c-d) there is no369

reduction in the dim bias over Sc regions; rather, the dim bias becomes slightly more pro-370
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Figure 3. The map of (a) highlighted regions used in Figure 4 and (b) the selected regions to

construct height-time plots over Peruvian (gray), West Australian (red), and Namibian (blue).

Figure 4. A comparison of (a) the meridional mean absorbed shortwave radiation (ASR)

(b) outgoing longwave radiation (OLR), (c) low cloud fraction, and (d) cloud liquid water path

(LWP) differences between LR and HR, HRh and HR, HR15 and HR, HRhs12 and HR, and

HRhs15 and HR.

nounced in those simulations. When both effects are combined, cloud induced bright-371

ening occurs throughout the stratocumulus regions (relative to HR), except in the near-372

coastal environment, acting encouragingly in the reverse sense of the baseline bias (neg-373

ative ASR anomalies off the west coasts of the Namibia, Peru, and Western Australia374

in Figure 2f). This reduced ASR dim bias corresponds well with the locations of low cloud375

fraction increase (Figure 1hj). None of the four model perturbations introduce notable376

OLR differences compared to HR based on the 15-day means (Figure A1).377

We now hone in on a strategic subregion of the Southern Hemisphere subtropical378

Sc latitudes (highlighted in Figure 3a). Inter-model differences of meridionally and time379

average properties along this zonal transect are shown in Figure 4. The strongest and380

most interesting changes relative to HR occur when hyperviscosity and sedimentation381

are combined in HRhs15, producing encouraging Sc brightening that is emphasized in382

the thick, dark red line. To orient, the shaded regions (Figure 4) delineate the three Sc383
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zonal subregions highlighted in Figure 3a: off the west coasts of Australia (orange shad-384

ing), Peru (gray shading), and Namibia (blue shading); in these regions, HRhs15 pro-385

duced time-mean cloud brightening relative to HR on the order of 20-35 W/m2. The other386

panels show that in these same regions HRhs15 also produce 5-13 % more low cloud (Fig-387

ure 4c) and 0.03-0.05 kg/m2 larger cloud liquid water paths (Figure 4d). When hyper-388

viscosity is used in isolation (HRh and HRh15), cloud brightening occurs over the Aus-389

tralian Sc deck relative to HR but the dim bias is worsened over the Peruvian and Namib-390

ian Sc decks; that is, the effect is not systematic across Sc regimes. Likewise, HRh and391

HRh15 have either roughly no change or reduced cloud amount relative to HR and liq-392

uid water path for the two regions where the dim bias worsens.393

In summary, we find robust reductions in the two-week-mean HR dim bias over the394

Sc regions in HRhs15 which occur due to increased cloud amount and liquid water path.395

Changes seem to be due mainly to the synergistic effects of sedimentation and hyper-396

viscosity, as their combined effect is much larger than when either is used in isolation.397

3.2 Analysis of Peruvian Stratocumulus Region398

This section focuses on the Peruvian Sc region to examine further details of the un-399

steady evolution of boundary layer vertical structure and the associated changes in low400

clouds. This region, lying off the west coast of South America over the ocean (gray area401

in Figure 3b), is one of the most persistent Sc decks (Bretherton & Wyant, 1997) and402

poorly simulated in models (Konsta et al., 2022).403

Figure 5 shows the time-height evolution of CRM-scale vertical velocity variance404

(shading), a good proxy of low-level turbulent mixing, revealing its co-evolution with cloud405

fraction (black contours). Both quantites are averaged over the Peruvian Sc region (Fig-406

ure 3b), as is the time series of liquid water path time series shown below each contour407

plot. The cyan line benchmarks the liquid water path in HRhs15, the simulation that408

resulted in the most liquid. Strong diurnal cycles are apparent in all simulations, with409

strong turbulent mixing occurring during local nighttime, as expected (Hignett, 1991).410

Compared to LR, which uses embedded CRMs that are larger and have a much coarser411

horizontal resolution, the baseline HR (Figure 5b) produces a larger magnitude of w′w′
412

which also extends to a higher altitude, at least during the first few simulated days. These413

signals and differences between HR and LR are consistent with Parishani et al. (2017),414

including the inability of HR to sustain low clouds beyond day 4, consistent with its dim415

bias. Interestingly, in HR some nontrivial w′w′ is found above the cloud layer, whereas416

in LR, above-cloud w′w′ is near-zero. The w′w′ vertical structure for HR simulation ap-417

pears to have two modes during the first two days of simulation, with one mode near the418

surface and the other mode closer to the cloud layer, suggesting decoupling. On the other419

hand, LR only shows one local maximum w′w′ in the sub-cloud layer with a much weaker420

magnitude. This local maximum w′w′ occurs near the surface during daytime and halfway421

between the surface and cloud level during the nighttime. Although LR does not suf-422

fer from a particularly strong over-entrainment bias (Parishani et al., 2017), the cloud423

layer is supported rather unrealistically by a weak w′w′ maximum (Hignett, 1991; Heinze424

et al., 2015; Mechem et al., 2012).425

HR has a much smaller cloud fraction and LWP than the other simulations (Fig-426

ure 5b vs. others), and several symptoms implicate too much entrainment as a key cause.427

For instance, HR has a much warmer sub-cloud layer temperature (Figure A2) and this428

is systematic across Sc regions (Figures A5 and A6). The warming cannot readily be ex-429

plained by a difference in surface fluxes, given that HR’s surface heat fluxes are roughly430

identical (Figure A2) to the other HR configurations, especially during the first five days.431

We view HR’s warm sub-cloud layer as a symptom of over-entrainment of warm over-432

lying free-tropospheric air: As a result of enhanced turbulence through and above the433

cloud layer in HR, upward water transport is unable to sustain the cloud against entrainment-434
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Figure 5. Height time evolution of vertical velocity variance (w′w′, in units of m2/s2) in Peri-

vian averaged over 15 days starting from October 1st 2008. (a) LR, (b) HR, (c) HRh, (d) HRh15,

(d) HRhs12, (f) HRhs15. The blue lines represents the total grid-box liquid water path and cyan

line represents HRhs15 for all panels as a reference. Gray shaded time intervals represent night-

time. Black contours are showing the 10% (black dashed line) and 20% (black solid line) cloud

fraction.
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Table 2. Median values from day 2 to day 15 for selected variables during daytime with night-

time values in parenthesis. This calculation discards 10% of the upper and lower outlier points

before estimating the median values.

LR HR HRh HRhs15

Cloud fraction (%) 44 (73) 27 (46) 31 (63) 49 (73)
LWP (g/m2) 19 (43) 7 (19) 10 (13) 24 (55)

zi (m) 1301 (1216) 1414 (1358) 1387 (1298) 1266 (1212)
Cloud top (m) 1212 (1157) 1218 (1283) 1215 (1224) 1195 (1195)
Cloud base (m) 732 (661) 752 (705) 753 (685) 653 (618)

zLCL (m) 630(591) 649 (624) 639 (602) 560 (548)
αqt 0.24 (0.22) 0.22 (0.27) 0.22 (0.26) 0.23 (0.24)

we (mm/s) 3.6 (3.9) 4.3 (3.8) 4.3 (3.8) 4.0 (3.8)
SWCRE(W/s2) 59 (-) 23 (-) 32 (-) 71 (-)

• Note: LWP=Total grid-box cloud liquid water path; zLCL=Lifting condensation level;

zi=Inversion height; αθ=decoupling parameters for potential temperature; αqt=Decoupling

parameters for potential water vapor; we=Entrainment rate (estimated as the subsidence rate at

z=zi, assuming a steady state); SWCRE=Shortwave cloud forcing (values are all negative during

the daytime).

driven warming and drying. In summary, we suspect that strong w′w′ near cloud top435

leads to over-entrainment, and that this is the main cause of the dim bias over Sc regions436

in the baseline HR simulation.437

We now analyze our attempts to reduce over-entrainment, beginning with apply-438

ing hyperviscosity in isolation. We expect this to directly reduce w′w′ associated with439

small eddies regardless of whether they were associated with moist processes. Indeed,440

above the cloud layer, adding the hyperviscosity term with τ = 30, 15 s helps to reduce441

the above-cloud magnitude of w′w′ (Figure 5c,d) compared with HR (Figure 5b). En-442

couragingly, the low cloud fraction also increases throughout the simulation. But the ad-443

ditional low cloud is only recovered at night, which explains why hyperviscosity alone444

is not able to alleviate the shortwave dim bias. Reducing τ from 30 to 15 s (HRh15) helps445

to further reduce w′w′ (Figure 5d), but has minimal effects on low cloud fraction beyond446

those of HRh; indeed this is why we use τ = 30s as our default value for the hypervis-447

cosity term. As pointed out earlier, despite being encouraging, the effects of hypervis-448

cosity alone are not enough to fully address the over-entrainment problem that causes449

HR to be unable to sustain enough low cloud. One signature of turbulence driven by healthy450

amounts of cloud top radiative cooling is an elevated peak in w′w′ away from the sur-451

face; note that this is too weak in HRh.452

We now examine the impact of additionally including cloud droplet sedimentation453

(Figure 5f). Removing cloud water away from the cloud top via sedimentation results454

in a larger w′w′ and a promising improvement in overall low cloud fraction. As suggested455

by Bretherton et al. (2007), this is driven by a reduction of the entrainment efficiency456

due to reduced liquid in the cloud-top entrainment zone. Reassuringly, the strongest w′w′
457

is now found well above the surface and in the upper half of the boundary layer, con-458

sistent with cloud-top buoyancy production being the primary driver of convection, es-459

pecially during the nighttime as observed. Thick clouds persist beyond the first week of460

the simulation as a result of the reduced consumption of cloud liquid by entrainment.461

Again, these effects only occur in conjunction with hyperviscosity. Incorporating sed-462

imentation on its own results in a reduced cloud fraction and a weaker w′w′ (Figure 5e).463
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Differences in inversion height are subtle to detect visually, but Table 2 summa-464

rizes median properties from cloudy grid points (nonzero liquid water) in each simula-465

tion (averaged between days 2 to 15). The inversion height (zi) shown in Table 2 gen-466

erally agrees with what was observed during the Ocean–Cloud–Atmosphere–Land Study467

Regional Experiment (VOCALS-REx) at Point Alpha in October and November 2008468

off the coast of South America, which varied between 996 m to 1450 m (Dodson & Small Gris-469

wold, 2021). We note that HRhs15 has the smallest difference between the cloud top height470

and the inversion height while HR has the largest, which we connect to inversion strength471

in the next section.472

Table 2 also quantifies the decoupling that was discussed subjectively in Figure 5.473

We estimated the decoupling parameters for potential water vapor (q) as αq = qcld−qml

qinv−qml
474

(Park et al., 2004). Subscripts cld and ml refer to mean values between the cloud base475

and top, and between the surface and cloud base, respectively. A decoupling parame-476

ter close to zero indicates a well-mixed boundary layer. Previous observations suggest477

that the boundary layer is decoupled when the parameter exceeds about 0.30 (Albrecht478

et al., 1995). HR produces the highest values for αq during the nighttime. There is much479

less contrast in daytime than nocturnal decoupling in HRhs15 compared with other con-480

figurations. A vertically decoupled thermodynamic structure produces cloud bases well481

above the LCL (Miller et al., 1998); indeed the cloud base is 103 m (81 m) above the482

LCL for HR during the daytime (nighttime), while 93 m (70 m) for HRhs15. In the base-483

line HR, more decoupling can be viewed as a symptom of over-entrainment that is likely484

to cause less Sc during the daytime in that reduced moisture supply at cloud base can-485

not overcome the dry air entrainment from cloud top. HRhs15 corresponds to a lower486

entrainment rate (we) during the daytime than HR and HRh. HRhs15 also corresponds487

to the largest magnitude of shortwave cloud effects (SWCRE) due to a larger cloud frac-488

tion.489

3.3 Composite vertical structure and turbulent scale analysis490

We now examine mean daytime (dashed) and nighttime vertical profiles (Figure491

6) from days 2 to 15 over the Peruvian region. Here, the height, z, is normalized by the492

inversion height (zi) to give a nondimensional vertical coordinate, z/zi.493

All configurations show a large diurnal cycle: the daytime cloud liquid water con-494

tent is about half of its nighttime value. HRhs15 (HR) corresponds to the largest (low-495

est) cloud liquid water content in both nighttime and daytime groups. It is interesting496

to note that HRhs15 has an even higher daytime cloud liquid water content than night-497

time HR; in fact, in the following section we will show that there is too much daytime498

liquid in HRhs15, motivating compensatory microphysical retuning.499

Longwave radiative cooling at the cloud top is regarded as the primary driver of500

convection in stratocumulus clouds (Lilly, 1968; Nicholls, 1989; Moeng et al., 1996). Note501

that the peak cloud top radiative cooling that has the largest contribution to the total502

temperature tendency (Figure 6a) occurs at the cloud top (van Zanten, 2002). Regard-503

less of the large magnitude of w′w′ (Figure 6c), HRhs15 has slightly lower cloud top ra-504

diative cooling compared with LR and HRh (Figure 6a) due to less liquid emissivity near505

the cloud top. The level corresponding to the highest cloud liquid water content (Fig-506

ure 6b) is similar for LR, HR, and HRh, but this level is lower and further away from507

the cloud top for HRhs15 due to sedimentation. While HRhs15 and HR have a similar508

magnitude of cloud top radiative cooling, this radiative cooling produces a thicker cloud509

and drives stronger and better coupled vertical motions w′w′ in HRhs15 than HR due510

to its weaker entrainment. A smaller magnitude of cloud top radiative cooling for HR511

during the daytime might also help to explain the warmer sub-cloud layer temperature512

compared with HRh, especially after day 7 shown in Figure A2a. On the other hand,513

this warming is less severe compared between HR and HRhs15 near the cloud top.514
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Figure 6. Averaged vertical profiles nomalized by zi from day 2 to day 15 for (a) T total

physics tendency (K/s), (b) cloud liquid water content (g/kg), and (c) w′w′ (m2/s2). Solid lines

represent day time average, while dashed lines represent the night time average.
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Figure 7. A comparison of vertical profiles of the spectral intensity for nighttime average of

(a) LR, (b) HR, (c) HRh, and (d) HRhs15, and daytime average of (e) LR, (f) HR, (g) HRh, and

(h) HRhs15.
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It is still not clear whether cloud top entrainment is controlled by small eddies or515

large eddies (Wood, 2012). To more closely examine the eddy spectra in cloudy regions,516

we perform spectral analysis along the CRM’s horizontal dimension looking at the power517

spectrum of the CRM-scale vertical velocity, separately for daytime and nighttime (Fig-518

ure 7).519

Compared with HR (Figure 7bf), the spectral intensity distribution for HRhs15 (right-520

most column) is clearly confined within the stable boundary layer (STBL) with a sin-521

gle peak near 0.5zi.The magnitude of this peak is larger during the nighttime since night-522

time has a larger LWP. In HRh, the spectral intensity distribution peaks at towards larger523

wavelengths (Figure 7cg). In HRh, the spectral intensity of small eddies (wavelengths524

close to 2Δx = 400 m) is reduced, while the spectral power above the cloud top is en-525

hanced with the large eddies (wavelengths greater than 2000 m). HRh has the strongest526

signals close to the largest wavelength that can be resolved (half of the domain size). LR527

is able to resolve eddies with horizontal wavelengths of up to 10 km thanks to its larger528

domain size (Figure 7ae). However, the occurrence of the peak eddy spectral density for529

the smallest resolvable eddies (2.4 km) indicates eddy variance pile-up on the grid-scale.530

This implies that cloud-forming eddies, which are constrained by the numerical grid’s531

finest resolved scale, are under-resolved in the low resolution simulation. The HR con-532

figurations are more physically plausible representations of sub-cloud turbulence in that533

a spectral peak exists interior to the resolvable scales. The high resolution of HR per-534

mits sub-cloud eddies to occupy multiple horizontal grid columns. We still can see rel-535

atively strong eddies (wavelengths around 3000 m) above the cloud. While HRhs15 may536

also cut off signals due to limited domain size, its spectral intensity distribution clearly537

shows a much better range of the resolved signal and STBL structure that is more con-538

sistent with observations and expectations from LES.539

HRhs15 also corresponds to the weakest above cloud eddies to reduce entrainment.540

Close to the inversion height (zi), a stronger stratification tends to reduce the magni-541

tude of Ew and the dominant wavelength corresponding to the maximum Ew. Unlike542

HRhs15, relatively large vertical velocity fluctuations above the inversion height in HR543

and HRh corresponds well with a reduce the temperature inversion and, therefore, does544

not have a significant impact on the wavelength near the cloud top (e.g. Figure 7b). Above545

zi, the eddies are much larger than they are below zi.546

3.4 Microphysics Tuning547

The previous sections have provided evidence that the addition of hyperviscosity548

and cloud droplet sedimentation produces encouraging changes in stratocumulus clouds549

such as more daytime clouds. However, the coarse global mesh, smaller CRM domains550

and short, two week duration of the hindcast simulations analyzed above represent no-551

table compromises when compared to standard configurations of E3SM and E3SM-MMF.552

To address this concern we have conducted a series of 6-month simulations using the ne30pg2553

grid and a larger CRM domain (Section 2.4) that is more typical for E3SM experiments.554

These simulations are a subset of a larger tuning effort that considered several micro-555

physical parameters. Ultimately, we found that autoconversion thresholds for liquid (qcw0 =556

1 × 10−3 by default) and ice (qci0 = 1 × 10−4 by default) were the most effective pa-557

rameters for bringing the TOA energy fluxes into a reasonable balance and so that is what558

we will focus on below. This tuning exercise was partially motivated by the observation559

that the low-cloud enhancement resulting from the use of hyperviscosity and cloud droplet560

sedimentation produced a dramatic change in the TOA net shortwave radiative flux (Fig-561

ure 8b).562

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the absorbed shortwave radiation climatological563

biases from our ten-year simulation compared with satellite observations. The baseline564

HR and several retunings of the baseline HRhs15 configuration are compared. Unlike HR,565
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Figure 8. Absorbed shortwave radiation at TOA biases with respect to CERES for the (a)

HR, (b) HRhs15 with default configuration, (c) HRhs15 with qw = 5 × 10−4,(d) HRhs15 with

qw = 1× 10−4, (e) HRhs15 with qw = 5× 10−4 and qi = 8× 10−5 (d) HRhs15 with qw = 5× 10−4

and qw = 5× 10−5

Table 3. The bias and RMSE in parenthesis for ocean and land

qcw0 qci0 ASR (W m−2) OLR (W m−2)
(kg kg−1) (kg kg−1) ocean land ocean land

HR 1×10−3 1×10−4 4.0(9.5) 1.5(4.4) -8.2(8.6) -2.0(2.8)
HRhs15 10−3 1×10−4 -19.5(18.6) -2.1(4.3) -7.7(8.1) 1.5(3.2)
HRhs15 5×10−4 1×10−4 -10.4(11.3) -1.1(4.4) -5.9(7.0) 0.1(3.2)
HRhs15 1×10−4 1×10−4 3.0(9.7) 2.6(4.4) -3.9(6.2) -1.1(2.7)
HRhs15 5×10−4 8×10−4 -8.6(10.3) -0.2(4.1) -4.8(6.1) 1.3(3.1)
HRhs15 5×10−4 5×10−4 -6.9(8.9) 1.8(4.1) -2.8(4.7) 2.9(2.8)
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Figure 9. Outgoing longwave radiation at TOA biases with respect to CERES for the (a)

HR, (b) HRhs15 with default configuration, (c) HRhs15 with qw = 5 × 10−4,(d) HRhs15 with

qw = 1× 10−4, (e) HRhs15 with qw = 5× 10−4 and qi = 8× 10−5 (d) HRhs15 with qw = 5× 10−4

and qw = 5× 10−5

the ASR bias for HRhs15 primarily stems from too bright marine clouds, especially over566

the subtropical Sc regions (Figure 8). Especially strong negative ASR biases are found567

off the western coasts of Peru, Namibia, Australia, and California. Reducing the liquid568

autoconversion thresholds increases the ASR (Figure 8 bcd), approximately halving the569

global mean shortwave bias, and reduces the RMSE. A reduced liquid autoconversion570

threshold combined with an increased ice autoconversion threshold further helps to ame-571

liorate ASR global mean bias and reduce RMSE (Figure 8ef). The configuration with572

qcw0 = 5×10−4 and qci0 = 5×10−5 produces the smallest global mean bias and RMSE573

(Figure 8e). Most of this improvement occurs over the ocean (Table 3).574

Microphysical tuning results in weaker changes of OLR than those for ASR (Fig-575

ure 9). Sedimentation (HRhs15) only slightly increased the global mean OLR (Figure576

9ab) from the base HR simulation, which was too opaque in the tropics. This bias is re-577

duced in Figure 9f. Overall, we are able to obtain less than 1W/m2 OLR bias.578
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4 Discussion and Conclusions579

Compared to other available global modeling tools for studying cloud feedback, to-580

day’s GPU-accelerated Multiscale Modeling Frameworks configured with High Resolu-581

tion (HR) interior grids have the capacity to provide a unique combination of global eddy-582

permitting resolution coverage and multi-decadal throughput that complements other583

climate simulation technology. In theory HR MMFs should be attractive for low cloud584

feedback analysis and cloud-aerosol interactions, by making minimal assumptions about585

the sub-km scale vertical eddy field.586

But in practice, this depends on the model’s ability to represent present-day cli-587

mate. For over five years since the first experiments with HR MMF, it has been unclear588

whether a chronic over-entrainment bias preventing realistic amounts of Sc liquid wa-589

ter was surmountable. It has been natural to wonder if the inherent idealizations of MMFs590

that make them computationally attractive – i.e. the limited domain size, dimension-591

ality, moderate (200-m) interior horizontal resolution, lateral periodicity, and associated592

inability to laterally advect liquid water conservatively – (Muller & Held, 2012; Jansson593

et al., 2022) – might impose fundamental limitations.594

Our results argue otherwise: We suggest MMFs are simply in their infancy and their595

interior resolved scale has never been sufficiently tuned to succeed in a HR limit. To show596

this, we investigated the impact of adding hyperviscosity and sedimentation on low cloud597

formation in a high resolution multi-scale modeling framework (HR) that uses 200-m hor-598

izontal, and as fine as 20-m vertical, grid spacing within each of its embedded convec-599

tion resolving models, configured with bulk one-moment microphysics. As in previous600

studies, our control HR simulation produced the familiar bias of too few low clouds over601

regions of subtropical marine stratocumulus (Sc), resulting in a dim bias compared with602

satellite observations of shortwave radiation absorbed at top of atmosphere.603

We found promising Sc-selective brightening when we combined scale selective damp-604

ing (hyperviscosity) of grid scale momentum variations with the introduction of cloud605

droplet sedimentation. The application of hyperviscosity alone, which directly reduces606

w′w′, leads to short-lived increases in nocturnal cloud thickness. Simulations with sed-607

imentation alone lead to modest increases in cloud fraction. However, the most encour-608

aging effects occur when the two are applied together, whereupon robust increases in cloud609

liquid water lead to a reversal of the Sc dim bias, including in multi-week integrations.610

These nonlinear interactions of these two processes lead to much stronger changes than611

when they are applied separately. The resulting, larger peak liquid water concentration612

is shifted downward, away from the cloud-top entrainment zone. In this configuration,613

dense, locally-formed Sc are observed to form in the HR MMF, and the sub-cloud eddy614

spectrum becomes especially well organized.615

In summary, with only these minor, physically-motivated re-tunings, the CRMs of616

a HR MMF can be coerced to create healthy amounts of locally generated stratocumu-617

lus liquid, in association with reasonable sub-cloud eddy properties. This is possible de-618

spite the assumptions of periodicity, dimensionality (2D) and only 200-m horizontal res-619

olution that makes HRs computationally efficient, which is encouraging. At first, the in-620

terventions create too much low cloud, and swap a regional dim bias for a global ocean621

bright bias – but with encouragingly little horizontal variation across the oceanic cloud622

regimes, with hope for calibration. Thus, as must occur following any manipulation of623

a MMF’s physical formulation, we performed a compensatory microphysical re-tuning624

to recover a reasonable top of atmosphere climatology. Despite a limited tuning cam-625

paign, the results demonstrate the potential for significantly less severe Sc dim biases,626

and reduced spatial RMSE of shortwave absorbed radiation across the global ocean. It627

is logical to expect that with further attention to tuning, even more operationally at-628

tractive configurations could be uncovered.629
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Several limitations of this work are worth mentioning. We speculate a root prob-630

lem motivating the need to apply hyperviscosity in our simulations may be the numer-631

ics of the momentum solver in the embedded CRM (See Section 2.1). Successors to SAM632

under development by DOE for use in E3SM-MMF, like most modern LES (Eldred, 2021),633

intentionally use a cell-centered, entropy stable Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO)634

schemes for the momentum solver, as suggested in the work of (Pressel et al., 2017). An-635

other obvious limitation is that the HR here uses a simple one-moment microphysics scheme636

and diagnostic turbulence scheme. While this is helpful for maximizing throughput at637

its ambitious grid resolution, it is also outdated. The eventual higher-order microphysics638

(Morrison & Milbrandt, 2015) that are expected to come online in the E3SM-MMF may639

suffer less from baseline over-entrainment due to already including a representation of640

the sedimentation process that we have argued helpfully draws cloud liquid down from641

the inversion to optimize entrainment efficiency. Perhaps this imminent next generation642

of HR will have less need for compensatory CRM-scale tuning and less sensitivity to grid643

spacing to achieve its low cloud potential.644

Then again, perhaps not. For now, it is clear that “multi-scale” modeling frame-645

works seem to merit careful “multi-scale” physics calibration, and that this has largely646

been overlooked on the interior resolved scale, at least in explorations of MMF at the647

limit of HRs’ grid resolutions. On the one hand, this annoyingly complicates the art of648

global model tuning. On the other hand, it is good news for the long term potential to649

study low cloud feedbacks quasi-explicitly via the HR MMF approach. Despite its ide-650

alizations, healthy amounts of present-day Sc cloud can evidently be recovered in an HR651

MMF, allowing its computational advantages to be brought to bear on questions of cloud652

feedback. It will be important to determine whether this modifies previous estimates of653

the HR MMF low cloud feedback to warming (Parishani et al., 2018) from previous gen-654

eration simulations that have struggled to capture sufficient baseline low cloud.655

Data Availability Statement656

All E3SM source code may be accessed on the GitHub repository (https://github657

.com/E3SM-Project/E3SM), and instructions are available at the website (https://e3sm658

.org/model/running-e3sm/e3sm-quick-start). All code modifications needed to im-659

plement our approach within a legacy fork of the E3SM MMF climate model are avail-660

able at https://github.com/liranpeng/E3SM-omp4.5/tree/Hyperviscosity Sedimentation.661

The raw output data is archived at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7516620andhttps://662

doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7517514 (doi: 10.5281/zenodo.7516620 and 10.5281/zenodo.7517514).663
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Figure A1. Similar to Figure 2 but for outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) difference.

Appendix A Figures679
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Figure A2. Height time evolution of temperature difference over Peruvian between HR and

(a) HRh, and (b) HRh15, (c) HRhs12, and (d) HRhs15. Surface sensible (dashed lines) and

latent heat (solid lines) flux are shown by blue lines for HR and green lines for other configura-

tions. Two cloud fraction contour lines for other configurations been subtracted by HR are shown

for 0.1 (black dotted line) and 0.2 (black solid line).
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Figure A3. Height time evolution of vertical velocity variance (w′w′, in units of m2/s2) in

West Australia averaged over 15 days starting from October 1st 2008. (a) LR, (b) HR, (c) HRh,

(d) HRh15, (d) HRhs12, (f) HRhs15. The blue lines represents the total grid-box liquid water

path and thick cyan line represents HRhs15 for all panels as a reference. Gray shaded time inter-

vals represent nighttime. Black contours are showing the 10% (black dashed line) and 20% (black

solid line) cloud fraction.
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Figure A4. Height time evolution of vertical velocity variance (w′w′, in units of m2/s2) in

Namibian averaged over 15 days starting from October 1st 2008. (a) LR, (b) HR, (c) HRh, (d)

HRh15, (d) HRhs12, (f) HRhs15. The blue lines represents the total grid-box liquid water path

and thick cyan line represents HRhs15 for all panels as a reference. Gray shaded time intervals

represent nighttime. Black contours are showing the 10% (black dashed line) and 20% (black

solid line) cloud fraction.
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Figure A5. Height time evolution of temperature difference in west coast Australia between

HR and (a) HRh, and (b) HRh15, (c) HRhs12, and (d) HRhs15. Surface sensible and latent heat

flux are shown by blue solid and dashed lines for HR (blue) and other configurations (green).

Two cloud fraction contour lines are 0.1 (black dotted line) and 0.2 (black solid line).
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Figure A6. Height time evolution of temperature difference in Namibian between HR and

(a) HRh, and (b) HRh15, (c) HRhs12, and (d) HRhs15. Surface sensible and latent heat flux are

shown by blue solid and dashed lines for HR (blue) and other configurations (green). Two cloud

fraction contour lines are 0.1 (black dotted line) and 0.2 (black solid line).
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